HA&A Faculty Meeting Minutes  
Wednesday, 17 November 2021  
Noon to 1 pm, Zoom

Join Zoom Meeting  
https://uoregon.zoom.us/j/98631791366

Present: Joyce Cheng, Keith Eggener, Victoria Ehrlich, Chiara Gasparini, Maile Hutterer, Kate Mondloch, Ben Murphy, Emily Scott, Kris Seaman, Akiko Walley (DH)  
Absent: Nina Amstutz

Minutes: Lydia Griffin

Approve minutes from HAA faculty meeting, 27 Oct. 2021 (Zoom)  
Approved

Summary of 11/3 IHP workshop – Lead by DH (Akiko)
- Take away from the DEI portion of the workshop – DEI central to this round of IHP (active recruitment and proactive retention)
- Cluster/cross-unit hires encouraged
- IHP related to Provost initiatives – different process, highly competitive
- Need=Strength-driven

Discussion – IHP proposals
- Explore possibility for cluster hire, but not across-unit hire
- Discussion largely centered on the placement of the “contemporary” and “environment” components
- Open up the African & African Diaspora IHP to have a more contemporary focus (possibly “global contemporary”) with a potential environmental specialization
- The drafts of the “rationale” section for the Global Early Modern and History of Design IHPs will be presented to the dean during DH-Dean 1:1 on November 30 as they are

Reminders (IHP timeline):
- 11/20 Each working group will send the complete draft to Walley
- 11/30 Walley’s 1:1 with Dean
- 12/6 Final version of the proposal to Walley
- 12/10 Walley submits proposals to Dean

Reminders (other):
- 12/1 Next faculty meeting (graduate transfer credit, part II)
- 12/4 Holiday party (5:30 pm; Chiara’s place – Thank you, Chiara!)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time (PST)</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Wed., November 24       | 12:00      | **Wed. Colloquium: Joyce Cheng**  
Title “Surrealism’s Primitive Reason”  
Zoom https://uoregon.zoom.us/j/98493048580 |                 |
| Winter 2021             |            |                                                                                   |                 |
| Wed., January 12        | 12:00      | **Wed. Colloquium: Chiara Gasparini**  
Title “The Three/Four-Hare Circle: A Transcultural Symbol”  
In-person LA 241 |                 |
| Wed., January 24        | 12:00      | **Wed. Colloquium: Simone Ciglia**  
Title?  
Format? |                 |
| TBD (sometime Jan?)     | TBD        | **Jeremiah/Haseltine Lecture (Chiara): Tibetan Thangka Master Jamyong Singye**  
Title?  
In-person |                 |
| Fri., February 4        | 11:00      | **Gordon Gilkey Lecture (Chiara): Susan Huang**  
Title “Elite Uighurs as Cultural Middlemen of Buddhist Books and Woodcuts in the Mongol Empire”  
Zoom Webinar |                 |
| Wed., February 16       | 12:00      | **Wed. Colloquium: Victoria Ehrlich**  
Title?  
Format? |                 |
| Wednesday, February 23 | 17:30      | **Sponenbourg Lecture (Keith): Michael Schreffler**  
Title?  
Zoom (Webinar or Meeting?) |                 |
| Wed., March 9           | 12:00      | **Wed. Colloquium (Maile): Gaby Chitwood**  
Title?  
Format? |                 |
| Spring 2021             |            |                                                                                   |                 |
| Wed., April 6           | 12:00      | **Wed. Colloquium: Ben Murphy**  
Title?  
Format? |                 |
| TBD (Sometime in April?)| TBD        | **Haseltine Lecture (Margaryta): Elaine Scarry**  
Title?  
Zoom (Webinar) |                 |
| Wed., May 4             | 12:00      | **Wed. Colloquium (Akiko): Solmaz Mohammadzadeh Kive**  
Title?  
Format? |                 |
| Wednesday, May 11       | 17:30      | **Haseltine Lecture (Keith): Sun Young Park**  
Title?  
Zoom (Webinar or Meeting?) |                 |
| TBD (May 17?)           | TBD        | **Sponenburgh Lecture (Gaby): Nicola Camerlenghi**  
Title?  
In-person |                 |
| Wed., May 18            | 12:00      | **Wed. Colloquium (Kris): Jon Kerr**  
Title?  
Format? |                 |